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As many can attest, the prevalence of sexual imagery has increased in modern
society over the past half century. In this timely new study, Kenneth Kammeyer
traces the historical development of sexual imagery in America and society's
preoccupation with it, all within a firm theoretical and sociological framework.
Based on ongoing fieldwork in the Akihabara neighborhood of Tokyo, specifically
a targeted subproject from 2014 to 2015, this book explores how and to what
effect lines are drawn by producers, players and critics of bish?jo games.
Focusing on interactions with manga/anime-style characters, these adult
computer games often feature explicit sex acts. Noting that the bish?jo, or "cute
girl characters," in these games can appear quite young, legal actions have been
taken in a number of countries to categorize and prohibit the content as child
abuse material. In response to the risk of manga/anime images encouraging
underage sexualization, lawmakers are moved to regulate them in the same way
as photographs or film; triggered by images, the line between fiction and reality is
erased, or redrawn to collapse forms together. While Japanese politicians
continue to debate a similar course, sustained engagement with bish?jo game
producers, players and critics sheds light on alternative movement. Manga/animestyle characters trigger an affective response in interactions with their creators
and users, who draw and negotiate lines between fiction and reality. Interacting
with characters and one another, bish?jo gamers draw lines between what is
fictional and what is "real," even as the characters are real in their own right and
relations with them are extended beyond games; some even see the characters
as significant others and refer to them using intimate terms of commitment such
as "my wife." This book argues for understanding the everyday practice of
insisting on lines, or drawing a line between humans and nonhumans and
orienting oneself toward the drawn lines of the latter, as demonstrating an
emergent form of ethics. Occurring individually and socially in both private and
public spaces, the response to fictional characters not only discourages harming
human beings, but also supports life in more-than-human worlds. For many in
contemporary Japan and beyond, interactions and relations with fictional and real
others are nothing short of lifelines.
'The BeatTips Manual' (Amir Said) is the definitive study of the art of beatmaking
(hip hop production). Brilliantly divided into five major parts - a riveting History
part, an extensive Instruction (how-to) part, an insightful Interviews part, which
features exclusive interviews with DJ Premier, DJ Toomp, Marley Marl, 9th
Wonder and more, an explosive Music Theory part, and a Business part - 'The
BeatTips Manual' is robust, detailed, and comprehensive. Containing a sharp
analysis of the origins of beatmaking, as well as its key aesthetics, principles,
priorities, and predilections, 'The BeatTips Manual' is an incisive look at the art of
beatmaking - and an intense read. Not only the most complete examination of the
hip hop/rap music process, it's also among the leading studies of hip hop culture
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itself. Destined to expand and transform traditional ideas about musicians,
musicianship, and musical processes, 'The BeatTips Manual' is one of the most
important and innovative music studies ever published.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
A 120 page writing journal for those with the name Sierra! A lined personal
writing notebook to write down memories, ideas, goals, notes and new habits!
Blue and pink outer space universe front cover, personalized with your first name
on the to show inspire your personal creative writing!
Drawing on a multitude of breathing practices from different healing and spiritual
traditions, The Power of Breathwork includes 27 simple exercises that can be
practiced alone or with a partner to enhance connection, creativity, joy, intuition,
or to reduce depression, anxiety, trauma, tension, physical pain, and more.
Knowing how to breathe and how to use your breath purposefully has been
proven to reduce negative mental and physical issues and actually heal the body
and mind. A regular home breathwork practice is an affordable and easy way for
you to engage in self-healing practices that can have a profound impact on your
overall health. Author, practitioner, and grief worker Jennifer Patterson begins by
explaining what breathwork is, why you should try it, and how it can be used to
heal the bodymind. Then, you'll learn what happens in your physical body,
energetic body, and emotional body as you practice it. Before you start the
exercises, find useful tips on building an altar, using scent, visualizations and
grounding, and somatic writing prompts to help support your practice.
This seductive sourcebook of rare visual delights from pre-Nazi, Cabaret-period
“Babylon on the Spree” has the distinction of being praised both by scholars and
avatars of contemporary culture, inspiring hip club goers, filmmakers, gay
historians, graphic designers, and musicians like the Dresden Dolls and Marilyn
Manson. This expanded edition includes “Sex Magic and the Occult,”
documenting German pagan cults and their often-bizarre erotic rituals, including
instructions for entering into the “Sexual Fourth Dimension.” Mel Gordon is
professor of theater at the University of California, Berkeley, and is also the
author of Erik Jan Hanussen: Hitler’s Jewish Clairvoyant (Feral House).
Alan Moore, the best-selling graphic novelist of all time, delivers an original,
chilling tale of Lovecraftian horror! Comic book legend Alan Moore (WATCHMEN,
FROM HELL) and brilliant artist Jacen Burrows deliver a chilling tale of
Lovecraftian horror! Brears and Lamper, two young and cocky FBI agents,
investigate a fresh series of ritual murders somehow tied to the final undercover
assignment of Aldo Sax –the once golden boy of the Bureau, now a convicted
killer and inmate of a maximum security prison. From their interrogation of Sax
(where he spoke exclusively in inhuman tongues) to a related drug raid on a
seedy rock club rife with arcane symbols and otherworldly lyrics, they suspect
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that they are on the trail of something awful… but nothing can prepare them for
the creeping insanity and unspeakable terrors they will face in the small harbor
town of Innsmouth. NEONOMICON collects Alan Moore’s 2010 comic book
series for the first time in its entirety – including his original story, THE
COURTYARD, which chronicled Aldo Sax’s tragic encounter with the
(somewhat) mortal agents of the Old Ones!
Soaring with malicious poetry and almost unbearably accurate in its
characterizations, Martin Amis turns Success into a sort of Jacobean revenge
comedy. Its antagonists are two mismatched foster brothers who perform a
merciless tango of class hatred, sexual rivalry, and disappointed love.
This early work by Sherwood Anderson was originally published in 1918 and we
are now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography. Sherwood
Anderson was born in Camden, Ohio in 1876. He left school at fourteen, and
after working various jobs served in the Spanish-American War in 1898. In 1908,
Anderson began writing short stories and novels. During the twenties, Anderson
published Poor White (1920), The Triumph of the Egg (1921), Many Marriages
(1923) and Horses and Men (1923). Although considered to be a minor work by
the critics, Anderson's most commercial successful novel was Dark Laughter,
published in 1925. Anderson died of peritonitis in Panama in 1941, aged 64.
By the author of "Adrien Brody," the controversial Internet piece, Marie Calloway
effaces the boundary between life and narrative.
The first volume in a planned, 3-volume, sex-education series. Erika and Matthew are
ready to talk about sex! Have you ever had a question about sex, but didn't know who
to ask? Well, Erika and Matthew have spent years learning, talking, and creating
informative comics about all aspects of sex. Using comics, jokes, and frank
communication, they're here to demystify the world of sex and answer your
questions—including ones you might not even know you had! In this first book of the
Drawn to Sex series, they explore the practical side of sex, from the basics of what
defines sex, to barriers and testing, masturbation, and the ins-and-outs of having sex
with other people. Pick up this fun book if you’re looking to learn something new,
understand sexuality better, or know someone (maybe you!) who might benefit from
some judgment-free education. Erika and Matthew are here to help you out
With his parents working overseas, Matsu stays at the home of his tsundere childhood
friend, Yuki, and her gorgeous mother, Yasuko. While Yasuko is kind and caring, Yuki
is a roughhousing dark-skinned kogal prodigy who loves to assert her iron will on
Matsu. But it's not all bad for the young man, because when she has him locked up, he
can feel her plump thighs and big bust smash against his body!
Chuck Palahniuk’s world has always been, well, different from yours and mine. In his
first collection of nonfiction, Chuck Palahniuk brings us into this world, and gives us a
glimpse of what inspires his fiction. At the Rock Creek Lodge Testicle Festival in
Missoula, Montana, average people perform public sex acts on an outdoor stage. In a
mansion once occupied by The Rolling Stones, Marilyn Manson reads his own Tarot
cards and talks sweetly to his beautiful actress girlfriend. Across the country, men build
their own full-size castles and rocketships that will send them into space. Palahniuk
himself experiments with steroids, works on an assembly line by day and as a hospice
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volunteer by night, and experiences the brutal murder of his father by a white
supremacist. With this new direction, Chuck Palahniuk has proven he can do anything.
BONUS: This ebook edition includes an excerpt from Chuck Palahniuk's Doomed.
I love my daughter, but finding out she wasn't biologically mine is the best news ever.
I'm a widower who is too scared to have the stupid test that would tell me whether or
not I even have the gene that would mean dealing with a horrible illness and certain
death. A gene that could've also been passed to my child, had she been mine. She'll
need her father, if something ever does happen to me...That's why I search for
Maddie's biological father, and when I find him, ask him to become part of her life. What
I didn't expect is for him to become my best friend. Shane is fun and easygoing, the
exact opposite of me. He makes me laugh. He's the perfect antidote for my neurotic
existence. And he's bi, like me. But am I courageous enough to take the leap into falling
in love with him? Dancing with Daddy is a super sweet, full-length, standalone, feel
good mm romance. There's no angst, just two very opposite men who befriend each
other super fast then slowly find their way to love...all while parenting the precocious
five-year-old who belongs to both of them.

Three teens ride a car across the universe and back. Look out for the flying
saucers! "Tipping his hat to Thomas Pynchon, Jack Kerouac, and Douglas
Adams, Rucker immerses readers in a fantastical roadtrip adventure that’s a wild
ride of unmitigated joy. . . . he ties everything together with internal consistency,
playful use of language that keeps his ideas alien yet accessible, and a solid
grounding in fourth-dimensional math. This wacky adventure is a geeky reader’s
delight."—Publishers Weekly, starred review
Gay Studies.
The plot twists around the questions of humanity in a comic contemporary novel
that portrays the trials of Shed, a half-breed, bisexual boy who works at a
Victorian whorehouse in the old West.
Four extraordinary stories featuring characters from the bestselling Outlander
series. The fiery trails of tracer bullets, as a wounded Spitfire falls from the sky. A
Jamaican plantation burns deep into the night. A handful of heroic Highlanders
fight their way straight up a vertical cliff to stand on the Plains of Abraham in a
fiery dawn. And a torch burns green, through the eerie surrounds of a Parisian
cemetery, down into the mysteries of the earth. Four Outlander tales, each set in
a different time and place, and yet each one a fiery thread in the warp and weft of
the epic story that began in Scotland in 1945, when Claire Randall first touched a
boulder in an ancient stone circle and was hurled back in time...
This classic work on the rules of sex -- updated for a new generation -- is still as
provocative as the day it was published, providing simple explanations for any
and all questions about what happens in the bedroom. Sex isn't as complicated
as we make it. In Sperm Wars, evolutionary biologist Robin Baker argues that
every question about human sexuality can be explained by one simple thing:
sperm warfare. In the interest of promoting competition between sperm to fertilize
the same egg, evolution has built men to conquer and monopolize women while
women are built to seek the best genetic input on offer from potential sexual
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partners. Baker reveals, through a series of provocative fictional scene, the farreaching implications of sperm competition. 10% of children are not fathered by
their "fathers;" over 99% of a man's sperm exists simply to fight off all other
men's sperm; and a woman is far more likely to conceive through a casual fling
than through sex with her regular partner. From infidelity, to homosexuality, to the
female orgasm, Sperm Wars turns on every light in the bedroom. Now with new
material reflecting the latest research on sperm warfare, this milestone of popular
science will still surprise, entertain, and even shock.
The time is ripe for a block-busting retrospective of one of our most beloved series. This
second volume collects stories of the non-stop carnal carnival that Rebecca lustily depicts in
graphic full-color detail. The joys, humiliations and general ups-and-downs of life in the 'burbs
are conveniently collected in a one-stop shopping delight for both the legion of Rebecca's fans
and new recruits alike.
Big, burly, lascivious, and soft around the edges: welcome to the hypermasculine world of
Japanese gay manga. Massive: Gay Erotic Manga and the Men Who Make It is the first
English-language anthology of its kind: an in-depth introduction to nine of the most exciting
comic artists making work for a gay male audience in Japan. Jiraiya, Seizoh Ebisubashi, and
Kazuhide Ichikawa are three of the irresistibly seductive, internationally renowned artists
featured in Massive, as well as Gengoroh Tagame, the subject of The Passion of Gengoroh
Tagame: Master of Gay Erotic Manga. Get to know each of these artists intimately, through
candid interviews, photography, context-providing essays, illustrations, and manga.
A young american is mistaken for a mad king and the adventure begins! A story of action and
intrigue and a noble hero!
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